Courage and Compassion: Our Shared Story of the Japanese American
World War II Experience chronicles the stories of Japanese Americans

during and immediately after WWII, and highlights local community
stories of bravery and integrity by American citizens who provided support
to Japanese Americans during that time of crisis.

•

Japan’s bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, plunged the
•
United States into WWII and forever changed the lives of Japanese
Americans across the nation. Those living on the West Coast of the
mainland United States were forced from their homes to isolated
•
incarceration camps scattered across the American West and South.
Denied their Constitutional rights and imprisoned without trial,
approximately 120,000 residents of Japanese ancestry--nearly two-thirds
of whom were American citizens--were forced to leave their lives behind
simply because they looked like the enemy.
•
Through use of images, audio and interactive elements, Courage and
Compassion provides a 360-degree perspective of the WWII experience
•
of Americans of Japanese ancestry while exploring its relevance today.
The exhibition honors everyday people in cities and towns across America
who rose above the wartime hysteria to recognize Japanese Americans as
•
friends, neighbors, and fellow citizens.

Courage and Compassion is a partnership between your organization and
Go For Broke National Education Center (GFBNEC). The exhibition
includes framework to tell the local story within your community.
GFBNEC will work with you as consultants to tell this story within the
exhibition.

•

Exhibition Contents

Four self-standing pods containing
20 text panels, interactives, and
framework for local story
Six adjustable 11”x17” floor stands
telling the story of Medal of
Honor recipient Sadao Munemori
Four hands-on interactives
• Piece it Together TouchScreen Interactive
• Courage Tag activity
• Voting activity
• Post-It response activity
Display of luggage trunks paired
with oral history recording on
motion sensor
12” x 48” Exhibition case to
display objects connected with
local story
Six adjustable 11”x17” floor stands
to tell local story
Trading cards of WWII Japanese
American Veterans available for
visitors to take

Support Provided
•
•
•
•

GFBNEC is a subject-matter expert and will assist with your local story
GFBNEC can design local panels and arrange their production if desired
Two GFBNEC staff will install/de-install exhibition (Install is three days/De-install is two days)
Dr. Mitchell T. Maki, author of Achieving the Impossible Dream: How Japanese Americans
Obtained Redress and President/CEO of GFBNEC, to speak at exhibition opening or present a
program during the exhibition’s run available for an additional fee

Host Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide research on local story(ies) of courage and compassion shown to Japanese Americans
during or after WWII
12 week booking period
Approximately 1,000 sq ft for exhibition with ceiling height of 8’-8”
Electrical support for 2 A/V units
Secure, locked exhibition space, staffed during open hours
Gallery lighting; exhibition is not lit
Storage for six crates (Approximately 65 sq ft)
Partnership Fee of $15,000, plus inbound shipping costs and printing of local panels (additional
fees will apply to venues outside the contiguous United States)

Available for bookings starting in May 2020
To book Courage and Compassion, please contact Megan Keller at (310) 222-5710 or
megan@goforbroke.org
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